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ITUATED at an altitude of i.o2o metres above .ÿca level, and with

neighbourilzg pmewoods, Cuenca enjoys the healthiest and purest
of air. This Castilian city with its t7.ooo inhabitants is situated in
the picturesque nlountain region of tile same name, on a hill separated from other higher mountains by enormous ravines called Hoces.
Two rivers completely surround the town, the Jucar-Xncar--an

Arab word which has the beatiful meaniug of <,sweet watersÿ>--on
the north, and the Huecar on the south and the east. The waters
of these rivers wind, along deel3 beds, between great rocks and through
imposing gorges, and are crossed by high bridges which connect the
city- with its suburbs.

Cuenca gives the impression of a very high pyramid. On the

highest part of the hill is the Castillo quarter. Round about there
are various heights with a number of hermitages: the Cerro del Rey

(King's Hill), and those of Socorro, San Cristdbal and Molina; on the
west is a fertile country with mÿrket gardens and groves of trees.
The town has two quite distinct quarters: the m?dern, formed by
the flat part where there are wide, up-to-date streets, houses, and
comfortable hotels, and the old town, the charm of which lies in the
dark, winding streets, the stone flights of steps, the old solitary
convents etc.

Few cities can vie with Cuenca in this particular respect, and the
traveller remains lost in admiration at the picturesque sight it presents. It is really a marvellous situation: the mountains, the rivers,

the gorges, the houses hanging over the height, the high bridges, all
these--more especially its natural beauties--make Cuenca a mast

curious and interesting city, which charms and delights all its visitors.
According to some writers, the origin of Cuenca is lost in the
mists of legend. Some attribute its foundation to Hercules; others
say that it was founded at the same time as Rome. What is certain
is that in the 9th century a castle existed there named Conca, constructed .by the Moors. These and the Christians continually disputed
its possession, conquering and reconquering it in turn. It was a long
time in the hands of the Arabs, as a dependency of the Emirate of
Valencia. Cuenca was one of the cities which Zaida brought as her
dowry on her marriage with Alfonso VI. Ali-ben-Yusuf took Cuenca

after the battle of Uclÿs, destroying it and killing all the inhabitants.
Alfonso VIII of Castile, aided by the king of Arag6n, succeeded in
re-taking the town after a weary siege of nine months. This king
granted Cuenca many charters and privileges. In the "War of Succes-

sion it sided with Philip V, and the English took possession of it,
though only for a short time; in the War of Independence the French
sacked the city. Finally, in the second Carlist War, Don Alfonso
de Borb6n and Doris Blanca took Cuenca after a heroic defence.
The principal monument of Cuenca is the city itself, its appearance, its ravines, its bridges, its rivers, its hills. The traveller must
not forget that the chief art of Cuenca is Nature itself, its situation
among the mountains, its marvellous landscapes. This does not mean
that Cuenca has no artistic traditions--on the contrary, ancient city
as it is, it has numerous artistic features worthy of the admiration
of the intelligent visitor.
The cathedral is one of the finest temples in Spain. It is situated
on the slope of the hill, at one end of the Plaza Mayor, or main square.
It was built in the I3th century, on the site occupied by an old
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sculptures, but the most striking feature is an artistic Mudÿjar panelled ceiling.

mended, since otherwise it is easy to lose oneself in the labyrinth of
its streets. This city is indeed an enchanted city; the stones form

In Santa Maria de Gracia--an old synagogue--there are fine

spacious streets, buildings, palaces, squares, pillars, windows, bridges.

tombs, some in Gothic, some in Renaissance style, besides various
recumbent statues in alabaster.

In some places the rocks take an alarmingly human-like appearance,
women, warriors, giants. The whole effect of the place is wonderfully

Outside the walls of the city, picturesquely situated on the hills,

impressive; it is the strange panoramÿ of a monstrous dead city,

there are various hermitages, some very ancient, which should be visited.
The principal attraction which Cuenca offers, besides its own in-

which cannot but astound the visitor.

dividual interest, is the fact that it is the centre of numerous excur-

most famous towns of the province. It is about 55 km. from Cuenca,
but it has a station on the Madrid-Cuenca line. It is a very ancient

sions to various places in the province which are worthy of a visit,
either for their historical value, their natural beauty, or their geological interest. Cuenca is a province of very varied character, and

A visit to Huete, too, should not be neglected: it is one of the

city founded by the Celt-Iberians, and objects which date back to

for that very reason caters for every taste. It has three distinct,

very remote times have been discovered there. It .possesses many
convents; the well-known of la Merced being perhaps the most

well defined regions: la Sierra, laAlcarria and la Mancha. La Sierra,

important. Among the important buildings of the town should be

which extends from the northwest to the south-east, is a region of

noted a great castle where the count of Saldafia, Sancho Diaz, was

high peaks, of deep passes, and abundant vegetation. La Alcarria,

imprisoned until his death.
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neighbouting village, where the house in which he ended his days
At twelve kilometres from Taranc6n--an importante village situated on the above-mentioned railway--is the village of Uclÿs, famous

is still preserved. His body was transferred to Uclÿs and buried next
to his father's. In Garcimufioz, on the spot where he was wounded,

for its monastery which has been described as a little Escorial. The
village is built on the slope of a hill and the monastery on the summit

stands a cross which the villagers call the Cruz de Don Jorge.

dominating the country around. It was the principal convent of

attractions and its character of a typical la Mancha village, but

the Order of Santiago (St. James), and was restored in the I6th

because another of the great Spanish poets, Fray Luis de Le6n, was
born there. Belmonte has, besides, a famous castle, one of the most

century. It has a triangular frontal with Doric and Ionic columns.
The interior is in a good state of preservation and contains many

A visit, too, should be paid to Belmonte, not only for its historical

works of art together with the tombs of the Infanta Doric Urraca

important in Spain, which for its size and good state of preservation
is recorded in all the Spanish catalogues and guide-books. This

and the Spanish poet Jorge Manrique. Moreover, the cultured tra-

castle was the residence of the Pachecos, the Marquises of Villena,

veller who is interested in tracing the records of the poet of Palencia
must visit these villages of Cuenca, so tragically bound up with Jorge

a title of great historical importance. It has a mixed style of its
own, a mingling of Gothic and Arabic; it is large, magnificent and

Manrique. At 5o kin. from the city stands the castle of Garcimufioz,

rich in beauty and greatness.

where te poet met his death, the story of which is still told in the
village. Jorge Manrique came with his army to put down the rebellion
of the Marquis of Villena, and in a reconnoitring expedition outside
the walls of the town the famous poet was mortally wounded by an
enemy lance. He died the day after in Santa Maria del Campo, a
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